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AIR MAIL LETTER POEM
For this purpose
especially if you write long letters
use thin paper
which is made specifically for writing long letters
for the purpose
so that you save the extra postage
you would have used
had you written a long letter on thicker paper 
which is made
specifically for the purpose
in air mail letters
many of the accepted rules 
for selecting your longer letter thicker paper
are discarded
so that you save the extra postage
women and men and boys and girls 
may all use the same type of thin paper
which
is made specifically for writing
long air mail letters
this is usually the single sheet of white paper 
of a thin texture as a rule 
accepted by unspecific long letter writers
and the lightweight envelope 
that women and men and boys and girls
may all use
has printed on it AIR MAIL 
so that the accepted rules of letters
which do not leave the ground 
are discarded here
so that women and men and boys and girls cannot 
save by the lesser postage 
on the mail which goes over the ground
and is written 
on a thicker paper
made specifically for writing longer letters
for the purpose 
of discarding a quicker way 
of getting your thin lightweight envelope
which
is usually bordered with red and blue thin stripes 
containing the single sheet 
of white paper
whose texture is thinly acceptable 
arriving any later
and if women and men and boys and girls
want to make a letter expressive 
of a personal long letter white paper self
you can buy the thin paper
76
which is made specifically for writing long
air mail letters
in pastel shades to suit the lightweight envelope
and long letter tastes
acceptable to women and men and boys and girls
but for many men and boys 
who write long letters
the accepted rule is the use of a single sheet
of white paper 
whose texture is thin 
and a lightweight white envelope 
printed with the specific words AIR MAIL
to get the letter 
off the discarded ground.
THE USE OF WRITING CARDS WITH DESIGNS
A new development in the proliferation of writing 
stationery is the neatly folded card, in a multitude 
of sizes, which has a printed and colorful design on 
its first page, and inside are blank pages for use 
of your written messages. Some of the designs are 
floral, some are scenic, some are reproductions of 
fine art. They are made to suit every taste, every 
age .
Primarily they are for females. The mere fact that 
the cards fold in upon the written message permits the 
female to express her customary discretion. But some 
of the larger folded cards which have an illustration 
of an animal (a horse, a hunting dog, a steer, a black 
bear) or a fine art reproduction are sometimes used by 
the males when they want to send a short cheery greet­
ing at times when their hands and finger nails are 
badly smeared with axle-grease. However, a man or boy 
should avoid the use of these cards unless he sends 
them in a large, sealed, buff business envelope, even 
then they should be used only for the most informal 
occasions, to be sent to people they know intimately.
—  Opal L. Nations
Montreal, Quebec, Canada
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